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Hassan and Aneesa are going to madrasa. At madrasa they will meet new friends and learn
about Islam. Follow them as they get ready and go, for the first time, to madrasa.The Hassan
and Aneesa series is designed to introduce young children to a range of Muslim places and
events. They are colorfully designed, simply written, and based in a Western context guiding
children through a range of new experiences.

From BooklistYoung Arthur, rebooted in our era from the DNA of his original parents, takes leaps
toward his royal destiny in this second episode of the Otherworld Chronicles. Here, he has 10
days to track down seven legendary swords (with help from an iPad app crafted by the ageless
Merlin) and to spring two captives in the magical Otherworld from the overdecorated castle of
evil sorceress Morgaine. Readers unfamiliar with the series opener will struggle to make sense
of some characters and situations, but unlike many middle volumes, the central story line in this
fast-moving, not always earnest epic makes significant advances. Grades 5-8. --John
PetersReview“A wild mix of Arthurian tales and a 21st century world. Real excitement and horror
await readers in this new take on classic Arthurian lore.” (Kirkus Reviews)From the Back
CoverAcross both worlds are seven legendary blades. Some have been uncovered, Some
forgotten, Others secreted away.Very soon all must be united.Spending the summer fighting
dragons, rescuing wizards, and leaping through portals into the Otherworld was only the
beginning for Artie and Kay Kingfisher. The two worlds remain divided, Merlin is missing, and
worst of all, Qwon Onakea, their kidnapped friend, may be lost to the Otherworld forever. It
seems the only way to save both worlds—and to save his friends—is for Artie to claim his throne
as King Arthur reborn.To do this, Artie must gather his knights so they can venture forth and
recover each of the Seven Swords. Finding them all is Artie's only hope for victory.But all the
video games in the world haven't prepared Artie for the battles to come against giants, dragons,
ogres, and sorcerers. Nor is he ready for the unexpected threat of the Peace Sword, a
mysterious weapon used by the treacherous Mordred to kill the original King Arthur more than a
thousand years ago. . . .About the AuthorNils Johnson-Shelton is the coauthor of the New York
Times bestseller No Angel: My Harrowing Undercover Journey to the Inner Circle of the Hells
Angels. He is also the author of Otherworld Chronicles: The Invisible Tower. Nils lives in
Brooklyn, New York, with his family.Read more
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